Lane Characterization Under Challenging Scenarios For Autonomous Driving System
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ABSTRACT

Advanced Driver Assistance systems (ADAS) have seen increasing popularity due to their importance in automotive driver safety and autonomous driving. These systems analyze data from several sensors mounted on the vehicle to detect lanes, obstacles and traffic conditions to ensure safe driving. Lane markings on road with different color and structure provide information on safe drive zone and other traffic restrictions on road. Typical ADAS solutions depend on vision based sensors for lane detection. Here we propose an efficient algorithm for detecting type and color of the lane marks as this information plays critical role in taking the decision for safety features such as lane change and lane keep assist. Our algorithm is pluggable to any state-of-art lane detection algorithm and provides lane type and color for straight, curvy roads. The proposed method is tested on various challenging scenarios and results are promising.
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1 Introduction

Detecting lane markings is one of the primary requirement of ADAS and autonomous driving solutions. Typically this is performed using vision based sensors mounted on the vehicle. Along with the lane position information, it is important to identify the type and color of the lane marks. The lane type includes solid and dashed with varying gaps between dashes and lane colors vary between white and yellow in different geographies [1]. Accurate detection of these lane characteristics plays very important role in the driver assistance features such as Lane Keep Assistance (LKA), Lane Departure Warning (LDW) etc. Varying illumination conditions and varying sensor color temperature cause challenges to vision based algorithms for lane detection and characterization. Sample scenarios are depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 Scenarios indicating varying driving environment for lane type and lane color
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Several lane detection algorithms are proposed based on low level features such as edge and curve fitting [2], shape and structure of lane [3], histogram based [4] and lane models [2]. Performance of the lane detection algorithms vary based on the image quality and illumination levels. After detecting lane mark position, the images need to be processed for lane characteristics. The lane marking characteristics indicate different traffic restrictions in different geographies. Below Table I indicates widely referred meaning of these characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lane Type</th>
<th>Lane Color</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Lane switch not allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashed</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Lane switch allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Never switch the lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashed</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Lane switch allowed if safe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple state-of-art techniques have been proposed for lane type and lane color detection. Classification based method proposed by Rodriguez et al. [5] uses spatial descriptors and frequency domain analysis. Mauricio et al. [6] have proposed a binary classifier to distinguish different types of lane marking. Stefan et al. [7] have proposed a classification method for lane type detection. IPM based method proposed by Juan et al. [4] explains bird eye view approach on the captured images which is used for the lane type detection by applying Fourier analysis. Suchitra et al. [8] have proposed a method which uses spatial and temporal continuity analyses for lane type detection. For lane color, segmentation in HSV color space is proposed by Boggavarapu et al. [9] have proposed a method for determining the color of road marking using Support Vector Machines. Trung et al. [10] used HSI color space model for lane detection marking. Hyun et al. [11] proposed neural network based lane color detection method. Lee et al. [12] proposed a method to detect lane color using support vector machine. However, the classifier based methods for lane type [5], [6], [7] are highly data dependent and computationally intensive and histogram methods [4] face issues in curvy road scenarios. Color segmentation methods for lane color [9], [10] suffer during illumination variations and image sensor settings which are very common in autonomous driving environment. So it is very important for the algorithm to identify lane characteristics accurately under challenging scenarios such as varying illumination condition, sensor color temperature.

In the proposed method, we focus on lane characterization and for this we take output of any state-of-art lane detection algorithm as input. Most of the lane detection algorithms perform well in near regions due to good visibility and less noise. Taking this as an advantage, we consider the lane detection details in nearest zone over subsequent frames and perform statistical analysis for lane characterization. Section 2 describes the method of lane detection using mask based approach which produces the input for the proposed algorithm. The approach for lane characterization is described in Section 3, which defines the method to detect the lane type and the lane color. Details of the experiments and results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

## 2 Lane Detection

Reliable detection of lane marks in a given scene is a primary requirement for the proposed lane characterization algorithm. This algorithm can use output from any state-of-art lane detection algorithm, provided the algorithm gives accurate position and start, end points of the lane in given scene. In the current work, we have used the mask based approach for lane detection as explained in [3]. This algorithm uses edge and lane mask as the key features and is capable of detecting lanes in both straight road and curvy road as shown in Fig.2. The algorithm detects inner boundary of the lane
marks in both the cases of single lane marking or double lane marking. The lane detection results of the algorithm for different scenarios is as shown in Fig.3. The interpolation of output between dashes during post processing is suppressed to get the actual lane points in case of dashed lane. From the algorithm results, the start and end points of each lane marking are obtained, which is then passed as input for lane characterization.

![Image](image1.jpg)  
**Figure 2 Mask based lane detection**

![Image](image2.jpg)  
**Figure 3 Lane detection output for different scenarios**

### 3 Lane Characterization

The lane information obtained from lane detection algorithm is used for identifying the type and color of the lane mark. Here we use a pre-defined near zone in front of the vehicle for example, up to 10 meters, and determine the characteristics of the lane marks detected in the selected zone. The near zone is considered for the reason that this zone has good contrast and visibility. The lane detection algorithm output is processed to shortlist the lane segments present in the selected zone. Start and end points of these shortlisted lane segments in the selected zone are accumulated for a sequence of N frames which will be used for lane type and lane color determination. Figure 4 shows the image zone selected for determining type and color of the lane marking.

![Image](image3.jpg)  
**Figure 4 Zone selection**
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3.1 Lane Type

Continuous pattern of solid lane and periodic nature of dashed lane are useful information to detect the type of lane. Here we propose a method to find the continuity and periodicity of lane in a pre-defined zone of the frame. Start points of the shortlisted lane marks in the selected zone are stored into an array. This data is accumulated for both left and right lane separately for 'N' number of frames. The distance of start point (lane top y) from beginning of zone (zone top y) is then calculated as the StartPointDistance. Variation of this distance across 'N' frames is analyzed for finding the lane type. Fig.5 shows the plot of start point distance in solid and dashed lane scenarios. The plots clearly indicate the periodic pattern in case of dashed lane mark and very little variations for solid lane mark. Small variations in the solid lane scenario are due to image quality, digitization and approximations introduced by the lane detection algorithm. To handle these minute variations, we have used StartDistOffset. This offset is considered as ZeroReference shown in Fig.5 and the distances below this offset are considered as zero. Dashed lanes exhibit a periodic pattern and the periodicity varies based on speed of the vehicle and then gap between the dashes. In contrast to the auto regression and frequency domain based techniques, which are computationally complex [4], here we propose a statistical analysis based technique. StartPointDistance for the previous ‘N’ frames are analysed to determine the zero crossings with respect to ZeroReference. The mean and variance of zero crossing distances is validated to check if the lane marks are dashed.

![Figure 5 Plot indicating start point distance, start point distance difference and zero-crossover](image)

The formulae used for the calculation of ZeroCrossover, Mean and Variance are given in Eq. 1, 3, 4.

\[
\text{ZeroCrossover}[j] = i;
\]

\[
\text{where } j \text{ varies from 1 to } M(\text{number of zero crossover points})
\]

\[
\text{ZeroCrossoverDist}[k] = \text{ZeroCrossover}[i+1] - \text{ZeroCrossover}[i];
\]

\[
\text{Mean} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\text{ZeroCrossoverDist}[k])
\]

\[
\text{Variance} = \frac{1}{K-1} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\text{ZeroCrossoverDist}[k] - \text{Mean})^2;
\]

\[
\text{where } K \text{ varies from 1 to } M-1
\]

Pseudo code for lane type is as follows

```python
if ((StartPointDist[i+1] - StartPointDist[i]) < 0)
    if i = 1 to N-1
        ZeroCrossover[j] = i;

    where j varies from 1 to M(\text{number of zero crossover points})

    ZeroCrossoverDist[k] = ZeroCrossover[i+1] - ZeroCrossover[i];

    Mean = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\text{ZeroCrossoverDist}[k])

    Variance = \frac{1}{K-1} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\text{ZeroCrossoverDist}[k] - \text{Mean})^2;

    where K varies from 1 to M-1
```
Any undefined pattern due to lane marking quality or limitations of lane detection algorithm is classified as UNKNOWN.

The lane type output under different scenarios are shown in Figure 6

3.2 Lane Color

Different colored lane markings are used to indicate traffic restrictions in a given region. White and yellow colored lane markings are used widely in most of the geographies. Various color spaces are defined to determine the color and several methods are proposed for the same [9]. But real-time ADAS systems include varying illumination conditions, shadows, environment conditions and image sensor settings. These cause very challenging scenarios for basic color detection techniques. Here we analyzed the usage of HSV color space for determining the color of lane markings which can be white or yellow. With reference to the earlier work on determining yellow color [9], we have defined a customized range for yellow lane marks. The ranges are as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 HSV range for yellow and white color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These ranges are found to be working well under proper lighting conditions, but failed in segregating white and yellow color in night condition with halogen lights or different color temperature settings of imaging sensor. Some of the conditions where this method is failing is shown in Fig.3. Here the basic color detection algorithms classified white lane as yellow lane because of the matching ranges of HSV.
As these scenarios are common in ADAS systems, the algorithm should be capable of handling these conditions.

Here we propose a novel method based on relative color and saturation of the lane marking with respect to its neighbourhood road region. The yellowness of the lane marking is validated based on the relative yellowness with respect to its surrounding region. Using the lane marking start and end point information, few pixels on the lane marking are sampled. The average H and S values of the lane pixels are calculated. Similarly, few corresponding neighbouring pixels from the road are sampled and the average H and S of the road are computed. If the lane mark color is matching yellow hue range and the saturation range, the relative saturation with respect to background pixels is compared to confirm the color. This approach has produced reliable lane color detection under varying test scenarios. To handle the sudden intensity variations across frames, we considered color detection in ‘N’ frames to take the decision. The results for the absolute color method and the relative color method (proposed method) under different scenarios are shown in Table III.

| Table 3 Lane color output under different scenarios |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Scenarios       | Input           | Absolute method | Relative Color Method |
| Good Scenario   | ![Image](image1) | ![Image](image2) | ![Image](image3) |
| Yellow Tint     | ![Image](image4) | ![Image](image5) | ![Image](image6) |
| Lightening Condition | ![Image](image7) | ![Image](image8) | ![Image](image9) |

The pseudo code for the proposed method is as below.

```plaintext
3.2: DetectionOfLaneColor(White/Yellow)

Select pixels on lane marking and surrounding road region in current frame
Compute average H and S values for the sampled points. LaneHue, RoadHue, LaneSat, RoadSat.
if LaneHue match YellowHueRange
and LaneSat match YellowSatRange
then if RoadHue match YellowHueRange
then LaneColor = Yellow
else LaneColor = White
else LaneColor = White
Determine most occurring color using "N" previous frames
```

4 Experiments and Results

Proposed algorithm addresses the problem of identifying the type and color of lane marking under varying scenarios. According to the international standard of ISO 17361 [1] lane color and types vary between geographies. The proposed algorithm which is depicted as flow chart in Fig.7, aims to handle these variations along with other illumination variations that are faced by ADAS systems. For our experiments and validation the algorithm, we have used TCS collected data set along with standard
Caltech Dataset [13] and some challenging scenario images downloaded from internet [14]. Based on the experiments and observations, typical values are chosen for critical parameters used in proposed algorithm are shown in Table IV.

Table 4 Parameters and its value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StartDistOffset</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SolidThreshold</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CountThresh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarThresh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSatDiffOffset</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike, the methods using IPM and autocorrelation which operate on single frame, the proposed method uses lane detection data across successive frames. Using the nearest zone is an advantage as the lane detection outputs are more reliable in the near zone and the classification of lane type and color is mostly required when the vehicle is at motion.

Results of the proposed algorithm for identifying the lane type and color under varying scenarios are shown in Fig.8. As depicted, our algorithm could successfully identify the lane type and color under challenging road and illumination scenarios with solid and dashed lane marks in white and yellow color.

In case of fainted lane marks, where lane marking detections are not good, lane pattern is neither continuous nor periodic, so lane type is unknown shown in Fig.9, where gray lane marking represents unknown lane type. For lane color, it is assumed that lane marking detection are proper and the lane is either yellow or white in color. So, if yellow lane color is not detected, then by default lane color is white.
Driver assistance systems play very important role in safety of the driver and vehicle. So the features such as Lane Change Assistance, Lane Departure Warning have to be very accurate and real time. For both these functionalities, lane position, type and color are the primary information to take critical decisions. Our proposed algorithm has shown promising results on various scenarios of straight, curvy lanes with solid, dashed, white and yellow markings under good and challenging illuminations conditions. This method is capable of using the lane information from any state-of-art lane detection algorithm and performs statistical analysis with low computational power requirement. Currently we are working on enhancing this algorithm for complex weather conditions such as rain and fog.
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